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Abstract

Langgher Dhatang symbolizes an Islamic architecture. Some believe that religion should not be commercialized. This article, however, rebuts the given point of view. Therefore, this aims to study three major issues: 1) local perceptions towards the development of Langgher Dhatang as a religious tourism destination, 2) the common-held belief in the interplay between the local tourism destination and economic advantages, and 3) feasible actions to take to make Langgher Dhatang more popular. This employed a quantitative research. Conducting door-to-door interviews with structured questions to collect the data was held. Researchers successfully interviewed 13 local people nearest to the location of Langgher Dhatang as they would be likely to have a direct impact from the scheme. The research shows that the involved participants demonstrated various attitudes when Langgher Dhatang is designed to be a local religious tourism destination. The participants’ responses are average, ranging from 38.5% (agree), 30.8% (disagree and neither). The responses vary dealing with economic consequences that would possibly bring and their gaps is wide: 69.2% believe that the tourism positively impacts economically, and 15.4% claims that this will have no economic advantages, including 15.4% has no idea with the impact of tourism destination development around them. Some feasible strategies were also proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

A religious site is mystical as its mystification should be preserved. The idea of the site commercialization may oppose the inhabitants’ general-held belief that its development can generate religious, social, and cultural conflicts. However, people at the same time definitely require sufficient economic incomes to have a better standard of life, at least to meet their daily basic needs. Therefore, this paper aims to study the local dwellers’ perceptions towards the scheme if Langgher Dhatang is developed into a religious tourism destination, economic opportunities as a consequence from its scheme, and feasible strategies to make Langgher Dhatang become more popular.

The naming of Langgher Dhatang is back to the history of its existence. Langgher (Madurese) means Langgar (a small mosque) and Dhatang means Datang (come). Its name refers to its history: it comes or exists by itself. In other words, no human intervention identified in its construction processes. It stood by itself. None of the people acknowledged that no one knew how and who built this small mosque. This information has passed through from generation to generation. Therefore, its name is lied on the presence of itself.

Langgher Dhatang is located in Dusun Pogag, Desa Palalang, Kec. Pakong, Kab. Pamekasan, Madura, East Java, Indonesia. Even though its location is in the foothills of the moun Sekkaran, it is accessible since the access road is well maintained. In terms of the road’s width and convenience, road vehicles include cars and motorcycles, but are not highly recommended for buses, can pass through relatively quietly. Road infrastructure is relatively supportive for visit.

![Map of Palalang, Pakong, Pamekasan](wikimedia.org)

Its presence associates with religious values. To some extent, logic is insufficient to explain natural phenomena including, so-called remain mystical, the phenomenon of Langgher Dhatang. Logically, it is downward impossible to believe that the site or the building presents without human interventions. There must be an architect or an individual or a group of people intentionally built it, not ethereal creatures as generally believed so far. It is above human control.

Daily routines and hectic ways of life can contribute to the catastrophe of spiritual peace. Human becomes more occupied with materialism, believing that having more money and possessions are the most fundamental thing in life. More people are increasingly becoming more workaholic in which there is indeed a very limited time for inner peaceful journey. They are unconsciously overlooked the spiritual happiness and peace. This psychological needs cannot be materialized. The spiritual crisis in a
modernized world can be a source of a person’s mental problems. Therefore, no matter how much they achieve, they still feel less.

Research on the strong linkage between human’s spiritual peace and (across) religion has been undertaken for decades. Tambiah (1977) illustrates the importance of a cult of healing through meditation. Accordingly, the participants joining the agenda is a cross-section of highly educated, professional and wealthy persons as well as persons who are poorly educated, of working class, artisan, and smaller-trader status. Most of their patients’ problems are related to their previous lives and the possible moral cumphysical consequences of past actions on their present lives (kam/karma). The research shows that the meditation engagement results in positive physical and mental consequences for participants.

*Tariqa* is also believed to have a direct connection to a peace of mind. Qomariyah and Saifuddin (2022) studied the impacts of *Tariqa* to address *Tariqa* followers. Since the numerous life problems are so occupied, human need solutions to deal with. *Tariqa* is a way to achieve the highest quality of spirituality and soul purification. By practicing daily behaviors such as spiritual practices and worship as exemplified by Prophet Muhammad, the members of *Tariqa* committed to do good deeds as mandated by holy Al-quran and al-Hadist. The study found that internalizing the value of *murshid* and self-approach to God brings positive impacts on inner peace.

Economic life difficulties that people suffer adversely influence on their prosperity and peaceful mind. The notion indicates that economic prosperity plays a significant role as well to get peace spiritually. Research shows that better economic performance assists in building peace and vice-versa (Vision of Humanity 2022). These elements create a virtuous circle. It means that a worse achievement in an economic level may hinder the peace. In return, a worse achievement in peace hinders people from achieving economic welfare. Therefore, both elements are interwoven as system that benefit or harm us.

The increasing distress and stressful mind on human, the need of religious healing is thus pivotal. Visiting religious sites offer an alternative solution to the given problems. Many religious sites have been maintained and developed for tourism purposes. Interestingly, in some places, they are open for public regardless their religious affiliation. They are not only accessible for individuals in the same faith, but also for across religions. This allows everyone to broaden religious education which significantly promotes for a greater tolerance of people’s point of views.

Mecca, in Makkah in Saudi Arabia, the holiest place in Islam and the birthplace of the Prophet Muhammad, Badrinath Temple in Uttarakhand in India, a sacred place of the god Vishnu, Western Wall in Jerusalem, Israel, the holiest of Jewish sites, and Lumbini in Rupandehi, Nepal, the birthplace of the Lord Buddha and a place of pilgrimage for Buddhists all over the world exemplify how those religious sites’ functions extend to which they attract visitors worldwide. The following consequences benefit people economically around them especially. According to Suhair Anwar Khan (2018), the religious sites for tourism is not only a part of cultural landscape, but but also plays a significant role in
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4. Vision of Humanity, “ECONOMIC PROSPERITY, PEACE AND BUSINESS DATA IN 5 CHARTS,” it can be retrieved from Economic Prosperity and Peace are Interlinked [5 Charts] (visionofhumanity.org) 2022.
5. Suemedha Sood, “10 SITES OF RELIGIOUS PILGRIMAGE”, is accessed in December 01, 2022. This can be retrieved from 10 sites of religious pilgrimage - BBC Travel.
a local marketing and prime parts of the economy of hosted destinations. Interestingly, these religious tourisms are less affected by the economic issues. This is because the strong reason why the visitors make such traveling is for faith and soul fulfillment. Money then does not play an important role to stop from visiting the destination. Therefore, the visitors are a real investment in order to make the local inhabitants prosperous.

The conflicts, however, are inherent. The success to develop the local tourism destination does not mean without absence of contradiction. Research done by María-del-Mar Alonso-Almeida, Fernando Borrajo-Millán, and Liu Yi (2019) shows two contradictory trends in tourist destination. Accordingly, not only in terms of economy and employment that can be gain by the hosted destination, but also economic low-cost transportation and short rental platforms become fundamental demands for a local tourism destination. Therefore, distinctive views to the plan is a normal case.

The conflict interest between preserving religious values, maintaining cultural practices, and flourishing the local people’s economic prosperity have become a greatest challenge in this tourism development. In one side, the inhabitants are aware of the potential negative consequences of Langgher Dhatang development into a tourism destination site. On the one hand, they firmly believe that they can save or be confident financially due to the positive impacts of the tourism development.

A number of research has been already undertaken. Lisa Ruhanen (2004), for instance, researched the strategic planning for tourism plan of 30 local tourism destinations in Queensland, Australia. She mainly focused on the what extent of the sustainability principles, namely strategic planning and stakeholder participation integrated into the planning process. This emphasis either the local tourism destinations in the given areas has already employed the strategic planning for sustainable tourism site by engaging the local authorities’ participation from the very beginning of the process of their tourism development. What she found was that local destinations are not integrating sustainability principles in their planning processes.

The study that is also concerned about the community engagement was carried out by Adenike D. Adebayo and Jim Butcher (2022). They investigated community engagement in Nigeria’s Tourism Industry by looking at the stakeholders’ perceptions. Accordingly, the community empowerment is essential to make sure local community members benefit from tourism development. However, it reveals that community empowerment was found to be experienced in different ways by different stakeholders within the communities. Some were more positive than others. For that reason, this research suggests that Negerian governance structures are required to be willing to devolve a degree of power and authority over decisions to the communities they served. Therefore, it is crucial for stakeholders to empower the indigenous people as a part of local tourism developmental processes.

Similar research with the current one has been done Dimitrios Styliésa and Ana Maria Domínguez Quintero (2022). The main focus of their investigation is related to the effect of place image and knowledge of tourism on Residents’ perceptions to tourism and their word-of-Mouth intentions in Seville, Spain. Accordingly, residents’ thoughts of the economic, socio-cultural and environmental impacts are shaped by the place image and only economic ones that affect the knowledge of tourism.

---

The current research involved local people who live exactly nearby around Langgher Dhatang to address research questions. The reason for this consideration is that they would be likely to have both immediate potential positive and negative impacts of its plan. The researchers also confirmed the origin of the participants. Furthermore, they must be indigenous, taking the participants’ historical knowledge of Langgher Dhatang into account. Their voices are truly essential as they significantly influence to where the plan is going to go. Their voices are also pivotal as this scheme accommodates the initial coordination of its existing potentials and the developmental site.

What makes this research can fill the gap of the previous ones is in the area of the object of the study. Existing research were mainly concerned about the natural sites such as mountains and lakes. This research, however, points out the mystical religious landscape: a religious phenomenon of Langgher Dhatang in which its existence is generally assumed not to have a human intervention. Research on this site found had no luck. This kind of the mystical place has not been gained a wide research attention, and neither Langgher Dhatang. It is strongly believed that its existence is no individual or no a group of people were acknowledged to build it. It historically stood by itself. In other words, what are missing from the previous ones is that this is to put emphasis on the religious physical object that tends to lack of researchers’ attention, but its existence, however, remains mysterious.

The idea of this research is to contribute to the study of the interplay between the tourism and religion. Since the need of spiritual healing is essentially increasing, offering more sites that serve both tourism purposes and religion practices is also important. They can gain two benefits in one practice. In regards with the issue under discussion, Langgher Dhatang represents both seen and unseen world. This building then justifies that there is power that human cannot control. From this point of view, belief, something abstract or unseen, and physical world such as the the architecture of its building become an apparent evidence (seen) on the power beyond human control. That occurs in the realm of religion. By visiting this object of this religious tourism destination, individual can then see the importance of knowledge of body and soul, material and non-material world, physical and spiritual peace.

The idea of developing Langgher Dhatang as a local religious tourism destination becomes a ground plan. It is considered to be a realistic effort to ensure that Islamic religion and economic prosperity are interwoven. The local people’s prosperity and their religious life should develop as both are just like two sides of a coin that are inseparable. In one side, more prosperous economic life, one of the desired achievement but maintaining the cultural and religious practices that potentially change the way they live is something they fear to come. As this is the first step in identifying the potential village tourism destination especially in Madura island, this research is thus to look at the local people’s perceptions towards the plan of Langgher Dhatang when developed into a local tourism destination, economic impacts of its implementation, and strategies that we can take to escalate the popularity of Langgher Dhatang located in Dusun Pogag, Desa Palalang, Kec. Pakong, Kab, Pamekasan, Madura, East Java, Indonesia.

VARIOUS RESPONSES TOWARDS PROPOSAL

This part addresses the result of the interview with villagers. Initial mapping was made to identify the local people’s responses towards the development of Langgher Dhatang for a tourism destination by conducting door-to-door interviews. They who involved in this research activity were people who inhabit in the nearest area of Langgher Dhatang. The significance of their direct involvement in this process is because they would be likely to be individuals who will receive an immediate impact from tourism activities. The following chart illustrates the responses of its people to the plan of the site tourism development:
The data shows various responses to the proposal. We asked the participants either they agree, disagree, or do not know if Langgher Dhatang is designed to be a religion tourism destination. It can be seen from the data that they hold different perceptions but a similar percentage for each type of questions found. Their percentages are only very slightly different. Participants who both disagreed and had no idea about the plan achieve 30.8% and only 38.5% who agreed with the plan.

The closeness in percentage can actually keep more distance to the point of the project carries a success or a failure. That small gaps in percentages can turn out to be a particular challenge to make the scheme happen lies ahead. This is because the numbers of the participants have an equal power position to determine or control if the project can(not) be continued. However, it will be a different story if the gaps of the percentage are wide. It must be much easier for us to stop the project if most of them, the numbers who disagreed are much higher than parties who agreed with, refused our plan. The reason for this is that this has already been clear that they are not welcome to have Langgher Dhatang developed. In the same way, if the percentage of parties who disagreed with the project is much lower, then the project would be likely to be successful because most of the participants agree to make Langgher Dhatang as a tourist site.

Conflict interests arise. This research suggests that not all local people share a uniformed view towards the local tourism development. It strongly indicates that rural tourism is neither a simple, business-orientated project nor a step-by-step process of tourism development. It is also strongly suggested by Priyono (2022), the government assistant on People Welfare Affairs, Pamekasan regency, stating that, as locals’ persistent rejection toward would be strong, tourism site development in Pamekasan context should be in line with cultural practices. Accordingly, developing tourism site in Pamekasan regency is absolute to “Pamekasan berkembang (Pamekasan develops)”. Furthermore, the head of Youth Sport and Culture Office (2023) also states that the tourism development in Pamekasan regency should be based on the potential tourism lying in the villages. The idea is in line with the presidential regulation No. 59, Year 2017 about the implementation of sustainable developmental purposes.

The local various responses, either they agree, disagree, or neither to justify their position, are typical, with various reasons. Research done by Widiastuti, Richardus, and Budiawan (2022) illustrates similar case. Their research was conducted in Bejiharjo, a rural tourism destination in Indonesia.

---


The Yogyakarta government inaugurated Bejiharjo as a cultural village in 1995. The government regulation introduced the tourism development concept of a tourism village specifically designed by the government. On the one hand, the local people are persistent that local cultural values must be preserved and the visitor should be loyal to them. Indeed, this problem involved two parties that they should be cooperative to achieve the goal.

In our context, the logic behind the argument to their refusal is mostly related to the potential emergence of violation of God’s law. That is one of the deep concerns with the idea of Langgher Dhatang development as a local tourism destination. Many of them argue that it will bring more severe impacts, instead of its benefits, because men and women without legal binding relationship before national and religious laws go out for dating in the given area. Accordingly, this practice can lead to misfortune, not only for doers but also for people around them. The reason for this is that God will return any consequences in accordance with the good deed or bad deed that we performed. Therefore, they would stay away from this typical catastrophe.

Opposing views believe that positive impacts on the people around Langgher Dhatang in particular can be gained. More people come, the more vibrant the village will be. The planned tourism may provide not only economic benefits but also help to revive their culture. Accordingly, visitors coming from different background can make the village more dynamic. They can talk to people who speak different languages that enable them to learn other languages as Madurese can also be a part of their interest to study. Among social and cultural aspects motivating them to support the project, the economic reason is getting more dominant (the following part addresses this point in detail). Therefore, its number in this position tends to be slightly higher than the sceptical ones.

The other underlined point of the result of the interview is that many participants have no ideas with the scheme and this is so significant as well (30.8%). They neither know they should be in a position to agree nor disagree. Consequently, this party cannot be said to see as people who are confident or insecure with the outline. The neutral stance has implication to the scheme either it brings success or failure if Langgher Dhatang is designed to be a future religious tourism destination. In most cases, this stance does not problematize if the plan continues or they do not regret if the proposal does not go according to plan. For that reason, only a clear stance, agree or disagree, will be a strong foundation to (not) go on to the next stage.

It should be understood that anticipated consequences, either positive or negative ones, agree or disagree, or neither to both sides, must come together. In fact, they are inseparable. Different attitudes that people we asked are normal. Therefore, identifying their voices are an initial crucial part to engage local people in the process of development Langgher Dhatang as a tourist site.

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMIC ISSUES

One of the purpose of developing the tourism destination is to contribute the economic welfare to its local people. This is also to help Pamekasan to be an independent regency economically (Hannan & Rahmawati, 2020) and encourage the economic growth in Pamekasan. This point discusses the local

perceptions towards the inherent economic consequences when Langgher Dhatang goes to public for a tourism. Among assorted views to the idea of development of Langgher Dhatang as a village tourism destination, significant differences in this point, however, found. We asked people about the issue that is deeply concerned about either Langgher Dhatang as a local tourism destination will offer local people to have a better income or not. What this research reveals is that the participants’ responses fall into three categories: agree, disagree, and do not know. The second and third categories show the same percentage. Both participants who disagreed and did not know about the plan reach 15.4%. Interestingly, the people who agree that the plan allows the indigenous people to run their own business for a better standard of life achieve 69.2%. The following chart illustrates the response percentages from the interviewees:

The total of percentage for each answer defines a success or a failure. The significant different weights of people who agree and disagree with the plan help us to firstly identify either the locals are welcome or not. Their voices can be a determining factor to where the plan is going to go. As a consequence, the decision to make Langgher Dhatang developed into a village tourism destination can be made afterwards. In other words, if more than 50% of the people already agree, compared to the previous data relating to the local people’s position if Langger Dhatang is developed to be a local religious tourism destination, to its economic impact, it can be seen that they are happy with the scheme. Belief on the positive economic impact when Langgher Dhatang becomes a tourist destination, is dominantly held by its people. Therefore, those numbers reduce potential locals’ conflicts when it comes to economic consequences.

Tourism sector in Madura, including in Pamekasan regency, is potential and thus can provide opportunities in improving the economics. Most of them believe that Langgher Dhatang can make its people more advantageous economically. This is because business opportunities lie ahead to develop. Accordingly, they can sell local foods, which can be an asset and means of differentiation, such as Kaldu (a combination of green beans, beef, garlic, and fried onion). Making not only a better quality, but also the quality of the local products, is also a room for improvement. This also can generate employment opportunities which can lead to the locals’ economic development. The local tourism sector in Madura, including in Pamekasan regency, is potential and thus can provide opportunities in improving the economics. Most of them believe that Langgher Dhatang can make its people more advantageous economically. This is because business opportunities lie ahead to develop. Accordingly, they can sell local foods, which can be an asset and means of differentiation, such as Kaldu (a combination of green beans, beef, garlic, and fried onion). Making not only a better quality, but also the quality of the local products, is also a room for improvement. This also can generate employment opportunities which can lead to the locals’ economic development.

---


can generate jobs, souvenir sales, and indirectly the supply of goods, and services required by tourism-related business. They can act as a magnet for more visitors. Based on the vast experiences in running a business, they can later pack their businesses into more professional services.

Furthermore, developing existing businesses is also potential. Its people who already run homemade businesses for example, can produce more products in accordance with the market demands. As more visitors come, a wide variety of their needs also attach. It is generally acknowledged that local people tend to take advantage of natural raw materials to make money. Their creativity to maintain food supply, house ornaments, farm products has been in nature. It enables them to survive with low income that can minimize economic gap between the rich and the poor. Therefore, putting the income issue in this context is pivotal.

In contrast, 15.4% of the interviewees disagree when Langgher Dhatang can be a road for an economic development. When we asked why they did not see the future of its plan, this stance is basically taken not because they do not require financial supports for their daily stuff. What makes a big consideration to this decision is mostly based on a true idea that more severe consequences, rather than economic matters, lied ahead. Insecurities can link to the deviation of fundamental religious norms. Therefore, they disagree with the scheme.

The same percentage also presents for the participants who cannot justify their position to the issue at hand. Their stance is neither agree nor disagree. This percentage (15.4%) is equally relevant to individuals who disagree if Langgher Dhatang promises a better economic life for its inhabitants. When the question even elaborated further, they even cannot predict the likelihood of the effects, either positive or negative, that are inherently ascribed.

From the given three positions assigned, the most significant voices to the positive economic consequences that Langgher Dhatang could bring achieve 69.2% compared from whom disagree that Langgher Dhatang will improve a better quality of life of its dwellers. This achieves 15.4% as neutral positions do. In other words, more than 50% of interviewees believe that they would have a better income if Langgher Dhatang is developed to be a local religious tourism destination.

**FEASIBLE STRATEGIES**

Regarding the two previous points, this part addresses the possible actions that can be taken to popularize Langgher Dhatang for wider visitors. They aim to have it more viewers or visitors. More practical ideas are urgently required. The current research shows the following practical information and the percentage of the participants’ lean identified to offer feasible strategies:

Menurut anda, langkah apa saja yang bisa dilakukan untuk meningkatkan popularitas Langgher Dhatang Dusun Pogag, Desa Palalong, Kec. Pakong, Kab. Pamekasan?

13 responses

- Membuat website: 38.5%
- Membuat Video promosi: 23.1%
- Meningkatkan peran stakeholder (tingkat desa): 7.7%
- Mendapat dukungan masyarakat setempat: 23.1%
- Lainnya? Sebutkan ...

---


The considered actions are related to designing *Langgher Dhatang* website (7.7%), promoting it through informative and interesting videos (23.1%), involving the local stakeholder’s role (7.7%), having supports from the locals (23.1%), and others, promoting it from friends-to-friends, (38.5%). Those are seen to be able to enhance *Langgher Dhatang*’s popularity so that they have more people who are interested in its site.

The first action that can be taken, according to the lowest percentage of the optional strategies for its development in the local’s perception include two sets of strategies: designing a website and involving the local authorities’ role. Both achieve 7.7%. Creating website promoting *Langgher Dhatang*’s information is a useful method to have wider and more visitors. With further elaboration, some finally got ideas what to do with the website. Accordingly, information provided might cover its history and its changes, the mysterious stories behind its existence, and other mystical phenomena. This is such since very limited information available on the internet.

The presence of a website platform is crucial to achieve a wider market, compared to an entire offline. It is also due to the increase of smartphone use that enable people to navigate the tourism sites located in Madura easier and more fun. Its significance is particularly important due to the growing digital landscape offering more advantages to the hosted destination. As released by the AIST global travel agent, more benefits the hosted tourism destinations will have if they will gain more success if they offer their packages online. Increasing credibility, brand personalization, visual impact, client reviews, online booking engine, and travel partner networks are instances of the positive impacts to the sites when they are accessible online.

The fast growing of recent technologies open more opportunities for people to develop a village tourism destination. The internet connects people. Internet-based social media have made communication between thousands of people possible. According to one of the interviewees, bringing *Langgher Dhatang* in virtual world can help people, as long as they can access to the internet, to see its existence that might be one of their interest for their next trip plan. Useful information such as the history of *Langgher Dhatang* and the visual images of *Langgher Dhatang* promotes viewers’ visual experiences so that the likelihood to visit the location becomes more motivated.

The next is to engage the head of the village. Their participation is vital to develop *Langgher Dhatang* into a local tourism destination. As long as the support from the powerful person in the village level is real, the road to the plan can be smooth. The research from Maria Lichrou and Lisa O’malley (2007) alerts the contested interests among stakeholders especially when they are making efforts to develop tourism sectors in the land. This is because their position is a part of determining factors to the success or the failure of the plan. In regards with the economic issues, Dalia Perkumiene and Rasa Pransku“ienė (2019) believe that the role of local authorities is fundamental as they can maintain the economic interest, community autonomy, and personal freedom. The regulation and

---


27 According to Maria-del-Mar Alonso-Almeida, Fernando Borraj-Millian and Liu Yi (2019), social media enable the tourists to take apart in the production and consumption of travel experiences.

28 AIST, “10 REASONS WHY TRAVEL AGENCIES NEED A WEBSITE”, (2022), seen at December 01, 2022, retrieved from 10 Reasons Why Travel Agencies Need A Website (aist.global).


enforcement of local’s rights and protection of public interest can be harmonious. Even though we have a small number of the interviewees supporting this idea, their voice should not be ignored.

Furthermore, the support from village dwellers and interesting videos, according to the people we interviewed, are considerable actions to take. These aspects have the same percentage, 23.1%. The support from the locals, along with local authorities’ important role, can be a form of having a shared-views to the importance of security and comfort. All local must have similar consciousness that maintained security enhances Langgher Dhatang popularity. The more people visit, the more they can be advantageous economically. Economic transaction can lead to a better economic income. According to Robert B. Richardson (2014) 33, tourism development promotes economic growth and alleviating poverty. Tourists are attracted to remote areas with high values of cultural and landscape assets. This means that opportunities for income generation are getting more open. However, if there is no guarantees for visitors in terms of the security and comfort, it can create tourists’ bad impression. Bad reviews will make the tourism destination killed slowly.

Making videos containing the information of Langgher Dhatang is an alternative promotion way. One of examples can be seen on 25 top tourist attractions in Europe by Touropía (2022) 34. This video gives us tremendous opportunities to experience a wide range of tourism destination in Europe. In the first step, the video must not be professionally looked. This can be due the need of the competent human resources. The relative high of the percentage means that the indigenous people see the importance of making attractive videos of Langgher Dhatang as a part of our effort to popularize it.

Moreover, the last option we offered is noteworthy for promotion of Langgher Dhatang and it achieves a very big number in its distribution (38.5%). We interrogated them what kinds of strategies that can help its popularity, other than factors already mentioned, is a friend-to-friend advertisement. It means that mouth-to-mouth promotion, from family, relatives, or friends, can be an effective way to have more tourists to come. Raising positive impression, such as maintaining security and comfort, as already addressed is thus undoubtedly essential.

When the visitors had a good impression about the place, the possibility of individual advertisement would be likely high. They would tell their families and their relatives about Langgher Dhatang in a positive sense. It indeed implies a recommended visit for the listeners. In contrast, if they had a bad impression about the place, they would like to tell the truth. Their friend will be likely to extend this story to their friends’ friends and it should be kept in mind that this information circulates fast. This kind of advertisement becomes the primary tool in the tourism industry to get professional gains 35.

Regardless the variations of proposing strategies to bring Langgher Dhatang become popular, we all acknowledge how important it is to plan and find realistic strategies for its development. In the current context, more actions are highly needed. This is especially because the site, according to the interview, lacks of visitors recently. Compared to some years ago, this site had many visitors outside Madura. According one of the informants, they visited it to ritual purposes. They believed that Langgher Dhatang is mystical so that stuffs around it such as water is also claimed to have mystical benefits so that they bring positive impacts on their life. Therefore, they come here to take water home.

CONCLUSION

The current study uncovers three important points: 1) the locals’ perceptions towards the development of Langgher Dhatang as a religious tourism destination, 2) the villagers’ thoughts towards economic

implication if Langgher Dhatang becomes a tourist site, and 3) the feasible strategies that can be taken to make Langgher Dhatang have a wider viewers and visitors. Pertaining to locals' perceptions towards the development of Langgher Dhatang as a religious tourism destination, first point which we confirmed relates to their position, either they agree, disagree, or do not know, if Langgher Dhatang becomes a tourist site. What we reveal is surprising since the percentage to each party is closer one another. People who disagree with the scheme and who are in neutral position achieve exactly the same number: 30.8%. On the other hand, people who agree with the scheme get 38.5%. This narrow gap among parties puts a particular problem to which the scheme can go or not. This is because all engaged participants have an equal power position to determine the success or the failure of the scheme. The second is associated with the potential economic impact that would bring if Langgher Dhatang becomes a tourist destination. Surprisingly, 69.2% agrees that its presence can lead a higher standard of life because they can have more income by running their own businesses. This number is in contrast compared to the first concern which shows only a narrow gap of the responses. People who disagree that this does not promise a better financial condition to its inhabitants and who have no idea about the issue at hand achieve the same percentage: 15.4%. This significant differences imply that the scheme can go according to the plan since only few people who disagree with economic variables measured.

The last is related feasible approaches that can be taken to make Langgher Dhatang more popular. This research found a number of various strategies to popularize it. They are making website and involving the local authorities' participation to process its development (both achieve 7.7%), gaining supports from indigenous people and making informative videos (their voices are up to 23.1%. The biggest number, that is 38.5%, is associated with other strategies, as not previously mentioned, that is mouth-to-mouth advertisement. Next research can focus on the study of history of Langgher Dhatang. That can be especially scrutinized about mystical values, holy al-Quran as the preserved and inherent Langgher Dhatang stuff, and original architectures such as the twelves boxes of the floor. They aim not only for sets of website contents, but also for a reliable resource of religious knowledge. With deeper investigation on the given mystification symbolized by physical things, we hope that it attracts more attention from researchers, practitioners, architects, as well as students. Various disciplines that approach it can widen horizon of our body and soul journey in understanding the natural phenomenon.
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